The Tamarack Apartments is a nine-story building, with six apartments on each floor. Tamarack consists of two buildings connected by an outdoor walkway.
More about Tamarack…

- Outside of Tamarack you will find tables and chairs for outdoor dining and studying, as well as lounge seating.
- John’s Market is located on the bottom floor of the building, where students can purchase groceries, snacks and beverages from the coffee bar with dining dollars, Triton Cash or debit cards.
Welcome to your House!

- A “House” is a community of apartments with specific activities planned by their House Advisor, or HA.
- S House is all apartments on floors 2-5 (200s-500s).
- T House is all apartments on floors 6-9 (600s-900s).
Inside an Apartment

► Each Tamarack apartment is comprised of four bedrooms, two singles and two doubles
► Each apartment also has a kitchen, living room, and shared bathroom space
Living Room

Living rooms are furnished with a sofa, lounge chair with ottoman, coffee table, tv stands and various lamps.
Kitchen

Our Tamarack kitchens come complete with:
► A pantry
► Dining table with six chairs
► Sink, refrigerator and stove provided
► Waste and recycle bins

We recommend bringing your own microwave (check measurements beforehand) and drying rack as they are not provided.
Inside a Single Room

- Provided: bed, desk, chair, wardrobe with chest of 2 drawers, waste and recycle bin
- Has its own heater
- You can have your bed raised for more storage underneath and can also place the drawer outside the closet
Inside a Double Room

- Provided: 2 beds, 2 desks, 2 chairs, 2 wardrobes with drawers, 2 waste and recycle bins
- Has its own heater
- For optimal storage space under your bed, you can have the bed adjusted higher (check with Res. Life office for this service)
- You can also place your drawer outside the closet
- You should dialogue with your roommate about bringing additional large items
Rooms continued…

- Students are permitted to bring additional furnishings but no university furniture may be removed from any room.
- Please use painter’s or “blue” tape when attaching decorations to your walls, as students will be charged for damages at the end of the year.
- Have fun making the place your own!
Bathroom

- Tamarack has two separate toilets, each in a separate small room
- The shower room is separate from the toilets
- The shower room has hooks and shelf space
- There are two sinks and two mirrors along with cabinets and drawers
Laundry Room

- Located on the 1st floor
- You will need to use Triton Cash
- You can reload Triton Cash though the *UCSD card* app
Trash Chutes

- Located on every floor (floors 2-9)
- Your apartment will be responsible for taking out the recycling and trash
For More Information:

- Contact the Muir Residential Life Office at 858-534-4200 or muirreslife@ucsd.edu
- For questions regarding housing contracts, deadlines, and fees contact UC San Diego’s HDH department at https://hdhhome.ucsd.edu/, housinginfo@ucsd.edu, or 858-534-4010